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1.

Disconnect the lightbar from the vehicle battery.

2.

Using a Torx screwdriver, remove the endcap
nearest to the installed location of the new
lighthead.

3.

4.

5.

6.

new lighthead does not function properly, contact
customer service.
7.

Slide the necessary lenses and lens dividers out
of the extrusion until the desired lighthead
housing is accessible.

Return the items removed in step 3 to their
original position and remount the endcap. Tighten
mounting screws to 40 in./lbs.
Top View

Using a small, flat blade screwdriver, gently
disengage the lighthead housing’s retaining
fingers from the filler panel’s mounting tabs and
remove panel from the lightbar.
Plug the new lighthead connector into the
connector found in the lighthead housing and
snap the lighthead into place. Confirm all four
retaining fingers fully engage the lighthead’s
mounting tabs.
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Reconnect the lightbar to the battery and test the
operation of the newly installed lighthead. If the
Mounting
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